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               The knowledge society and the new millennium skills 

Rapid evolution in ICTs 
Modifications in our 

perspective of the world 

 
It has affected the field of 

education 
Comparable to the Industrial 

Revolution in the  19th 
century 

“rapid progress in information and communication technologies (ICTs) has 
modified enormously the world we live in, relationships among individuals and 
also interaction between different speech communities. This, together with greater 
access by ever larger segments of the population to new technologies has in many 
ways gradually but inexorably affected the way we think about ourselves and 
others”. (Fuster-Márquez and Clavel-Arroitia, 2010: 51)  



Language Education approaches should shift: 

Education 

New 
Technologies 

Globalisation 



TILA Project: Telecollaboration for Intercultural Language 
Acquisition 



Telecollaboration 

Technological 
advances 

Telecollaboration 
(TC) 

Telecollaboration “involves the 
application of global computer 
networks to foreign (and second) 
language learning and teaching in 
instutionalized settings under the 
guidance of a language cultural expert 
(i.e., a teacher) for the purposes of 
foreign language learning and the 
development of intercultural 
competence” (Belz, 2003: 2).  



Telecollaboration 

Belz explains that partners in a tecollaborative project are learners 
dispersed in different countries that have access, through the use of the 
internet, to a great variety of communicative tools such as audio and 
video chat, blogs, wikis, e-mail, forums, among other forms of written 
mediated communication, which can help learners to enhance “social 
interaction, dialogue, debate and intercultural exchange” (Belz, 2003: 2), 
especially in the case of those students, who are confined to the 
traditional setting such as the classroom, and  do not have the possibility 
to get in touch with peers from other cultures.  



TILA Project 

�  General objective: enriching the teaching of foreign languages and 
studying the results of the implementation of telecollaboration in that 
process.  

 
�  Beneficiaries: students in secondary education in several European 

countries: Spain, France, United Kingdom, Germany, the Netherlands and 
Czech Republic. 

 
�  Life long learning project 
     (European Comission) 
 
�  Duration: 2013-2015 
 
  



•  Students work in pairs 
•  Language tandems 

•  Each time one of them (native) acts as the  “expert” 

•  Tasks developed by Secondary Education teachers (guided by lecturers 

at the university) 

TILA Project  



TILA Project 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fAalQF0Md88 
 



TILA Project in Spain 

Secondary schools 
 
IES Clot del Moro (Sagunt) 
IES La Garrigosa (Meliana) 
IES L’Eliana 
IES Joan Fuster (Sueca) 
 

Universitat de València 
 
Spanish cluster coordinator: Begoña Clavel Arroitia 
Piloting coordinator and IP: Barry Pennock Speck 
 



�  http://www.tilaproject.eu/ 



Platform: Moodle 



http://
www.bigbluebutton.org 
  

 

ü  Communication between several users 

ü  Public and private chat 

ü  Tool to share documents 

ü  Tools to share screen 

ü  Interactive blackboard 

ü  Recording of sessions 
 



Virtual world: Opensim 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k0D4hOBydGQ 
 



 
 
Two examples 



Communication strategies 

    Strategies students employ (Long, 1983; Clavel-Arroitia, 2008): 

Comprehension 
check 

Clarification 
request 

Repetition 
request 

Repetition 

Reformulation 
Acceptance 

Confirmation 
Asking a 
peer 



    

Asking the 
teacher 

Topic shift 

Peer-
correction Self-

correction 

Code 
switching 

Explanation 

Tolerance for 
ambiguity Change 

of mode 

Communication strategies 

Strategies students employ (Long, 1983; Clavel-Arroitia, 2008): 



Corrective Strategies 
 
•  The dyads employ a wide range of corrective strategies that 

allow for more negotiation of meaning.  
•  The diversity and combinations of strategies seem to indicate 

that the Ss are sensitive to context and co-text.  
•  The following ad-hoc strategies were found in the 

interactions:  

ü  repetition request + reformulation + use of chat + asking a friend + 
acceptance 

ü  repetition request + repetition + reformulation 
ü  comprehension check + confirmation + topic shift 
ü  clarification request + translation + repetition 
ü  clarification request + repetition + confirmation + repetition + 

comprehension check + confirmation + acceptance 
ü  clarification request + use of chat + explanation + acceptance + 

confirmation + confirmation  
 



Corrected versus non-corrected mistakes: 
 
•  In the twelve exchanges none of the 92 uncorrected errors 

seem to constitute communication problems for the students  
•  Participants in this study do not use explicit correction very 

often (62.7% vs. 37.3%) 
•  Unnecessary correction is very rare in the videos under 

scrutiny. In fact, there is only one: 

<ENG8> Uhmm, mi casa, no es muy grande, pero hay cuatro 
plantas and... 
<ESP8 interrupts>  Cuatro pisos. <unnecessary correction> 
<ENG8> Ah, cuatro pisos … <acceptance> Is it ‘floors’? 
<confirmation check> <She makes a  movement with her hand 
imitating the form of ‘the floor’> 
<ESP8>  Sí. 
<ENG8> Pisos, oh, ok, uhmm, <acceptance> 



Correction through feedback: 
 
•   ESP8 also offers explicit feedback on several occasions 

where confirmation requests, repetition requests or other 
strategies might have prompted self-correction on the part of 
ENG8:  

 
<ENG8> Ah … no ayudo mucho pero, uhmm … <ESP 
laughs and eng smiles> hacer mi … <looks puzzled> 
<mistake> 
<ESP8> ¿Hacer la cama? <feedback> 
 



•  Self-correction has also been found to be one of the most 
productive corrective techniques in previous studies (Van Hest, 
1996; Kormos, 2000; Rieger, 2003; Clavel-Arroitia, 2008):  

 
 
<ESP4> Tambien he ido, también he estado en Brighton 
<She types: “Brighton”>. 
<ENG4> ¿Brighton? <ESP4 nods> Ah sí, a costa, 
<mistake> en la costa <self-correction>, sí? <confirmation 
check> 
<ESP4> En la costa<confirmation> <she nods> 
 



 
<ENG10> No puedo escucharte. <mistake> 
<ENG11> No wait that’s listen <to ESP7> No puede o…oi…oír. 
<peer-correction> 
  

 
<ENG11> Um… Me gustaría vivir eh… a Paris <she pronounces 
‘Paris’ in English> <mistake:preposition> <mistake: 
pronunciation> 
<ESP8> <Interrupts her> Ah, en París <she pronounces ‘París’ in 
Spanish> <recast: preposition> <recast: pronunciation> 
 

•  Peer-feedback and recast are two other corrective techniques that trigger 
acceptance most frequently (Lyster, 1998; Schegloff, 2000; Nicholas, Lightbown 
and Spada, 2001; Morris & Tarone, 2003; Clavel-Arroitia, 2008):  



�  ESP1: XXXX [name of GER1], ¿tienes alguna mascota, en 
tu casa? 
 (XXXX [name of GER1], do you have a pet, at home?) 

         Samples from the corpus: facework 

•  GER1: No, no tiene una mascota… ¿Y tú? 
 (No, she doesn’t have a pet… And you?) 

•  ESP1: Yo tampoco, pero tengo a mi hermana, que es 
suficiente.  

 (Neither do I, but I have my sister, that is enough) 

•  (GER1: laughs) 



�  ESP1: Eh, eh, my friend has a question (friend lifts finger) 
that is if you, uhmm. Do you have a boyfriend? 

•  GER1: Yes. (smiles) I don’t. (puts on glum face) 

•  ESP1: Why? 

•  GER1: I think I am not beautiful enough. (smiles – friend 
smiles too). 

•  ESP1: Ok. (looks at friend) 

•  (GER1: Laughs) 
•  ESP1: He thinks (points to friend) that you are beautiful. 
•  GER1: Thank you. That is what I wanted to hear(smiling) 

         Samples from the corpus: facework 



ESP1: Ay. He escuchado un sonido. Hi! <unintelligible> 
Oh, I heard a sound. Hi. 
 Eh? Adiós. ¡Fuera, fuera, fuera, fuera, fuera! 
<unintelligible>  ¡Neha! !Fuera, fuera!  
Bye. Out, out, out, out, out. Neha! Out, out 
ENG1: ([talking to teacher] OK) ¡Hola! 
ESP1: Hola, Hi. 



Anjni, Anjni. One question … o 
sea. My English is very bad. Okay?  
My English is zero, zero, my 
English, zero. Camila sí sabe. 



Next step: 
 

“Pedagogical Differentiation through Telecollaboration 
and Gaming for Intercultural and Content Integrated 
Language Teaching”  



Strategies that bring about 

interaction 

Correction: 37,30% + resolution of 

problems: 93,70%   

Ss play the role of language 

mentors very well 

Awareness raising: reflection on 

their performance 

ü 
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ü 

ü 

Conclusions 

ü TC pedagogical tool that is similar 

to face-to-face interaction 
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Thanks for 
your attention 


